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Description

calib_el performs calibration using empirical likelihood (EL) method. The function is taken from Wu (2005), if algorithm has problem with convergence codes from Zhang, Han and Wu (2022) using constrOptim is used.

In (pseudo) EL the following (pseudo) EL function is maximized

$$\sum_{i \in R} d_i \log(p_i),$$

under the following constraint

$$\sum_{i \in R} p_i = 1,$$

with constraints on quantiles (with notation as in Harms and Duchesne (2006))

$$\sum_{i \in R} p_i (a_i - \alpha/N) = 0,$$

where $a_i$ is created using joint_calib_create_matrix function, and possibly means

$$\sum_{i \in R} p_i (x_i - \mu_x) = 0,$$

where $\mu_x$ is known population mean of X. For simplicity of notation we assume only one quantile and one mean is known. This can be generalized to multiple quantiles and means.

Usage

calib_el(X, d, totals, maxit = 50, tol = 1e-08, eps = .Machine$double.eps, ...)

Arguments

- $X$ matrix of variables for calibration of quantiles and totals (first column should be intercept),
- $d$ initial d-weights for calibration (e.g. design-weights),
- $totals$ vector of totals (where 1 element is the population size),
- $maxit$ a numeric value giving the maximum number of iterations,
- $tol$ the desired accuracy for the iterative procedure,
- $eps$ the desired accuracy for computing the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse (see MASS::ginv()),
- ... arguments passed to stats::optim via stats::constrOptim.
Value

Returns a vector of empirical likelihood g-weights

Author(s)

Maciej Beręsewicz based on Wu (2005) and Zhang, Han and Wu (2022)

References


Examples

```r
## generate data based on Haziza and Lesage (2016)
set.seed(123)
N <- 1000
x <- runif(N, 0, 80)
y <- exp(-0.1 + 0.1*x) + rnorm(N, 0, 300)
p <- rbinom(N, 1, prob = exp(-0.2 - 0.014*x))
totals_known <- c(N=N, x=sum(x))
df <- data.frame(x, y, p)
df_resp <- df[df$p == 1, ]
df_respd <- N/nrow(df_resp)
res <- calib_el(X = model.matrix(~x, df_resp),
               d = df_respd,
               totals = totals_known)
data.frame(known = totals_known, estimated=colSums(res*d*model.matrix(~x, df_resp)))
```

control_calib

control parameters

Description

control_calib is function that contains control parameters for joint_calib_create_matrix

Usage

```r
control_calib(
    interpolation = c("logit", "linear"),
    logit_const = -1000,
    survey_sparse = FALSE,
    ebal_constraint_tolerance = 1,
    ebal_print_level = 0
)
```
Arguments

interpolation  type of interpolation: logit or linear.
logit_const  constant for logit interpolation.
survey_sparse  whether to use sparse matrices via Matrix package in survey::grake() (currently not supported).

ebal_constraint_tolerance  This is the tolerance level used by ebalance to decide if the moments in the reweighted data are equal to the target moments (see ebal::ebalance()).

ebal_print_level  Controls the level of printing: 0 (normal printing), 2 (detailed), and 3 (very detailed) (see ebal::ebalance()).

Value

a list with parameters

Author(s)

Maciej Beresewicz

Description

joint_calib allows joint calibration of totals and quantiles. It provides a user-friendly interface that includes the specification of variables in formula notation, a vector of population totals, a list of quantiles, and a variety of backends and methods.

Usage

joint_calib(
  formula_totals = NULL,
  formula_quantiles = NULL,
  data = NULL,
  dweights = NULL,
  N = NULL,
  pop_totals = NULL,
  pop_quantiles = NULL,
  subset = NULL,
  backend = c("sampling", "laeken", "survey", "ebal", "base"),
  method = c("raking", "linear", "logit", "sinh", "truncated", "el", "eb"),
  bounds = c(0, 10),
  maxit = 50,
  tol = 1e-08,
  eps = .Machine$double.eps,
  control = control_calib(),
  ...
)
### Arguments

- `formula_totals`: a formula with variables to calibrate the totals,
- `formula_quantiles`: a formula with variables for quantile calibration,
- `data`: a data.frame with variables,
- `dweights`: initial d-weights for calibration (e.g. design weights),
- `N`: population size for calibration of quantiles,
- `pop_totals`: a named vector of population totals for `formula_totals`. Should be provided exactly as in survey package (see `survey::calibrate`),
- `pop_quantiles`: a named list of population quantiles for `formula_quantiles` or an `newsvyquantile` class object (from `survey::svyquantile` function),
- `subset`: a formula for subset of data,
- `backend`: specify an R package to perform the calibration. Only sampling, laeken, survey, ebal or base are allowed,
- `method`: specify method (i.e. distance function) for the calibration. Only raking, linear, logit, sinh, truncated, el (empirical likelihood), eb (entropy balancing) are allowed,
- `bounds`: a numeric vector of length two giving bounds for the g-weights,
- `maxit`: a numeric value representing the maximum number of iterations,
- `tol`: the desired accuracy for the iterative procedure (for sampling, laeken, ebal, el) or tolerance in matching population total for `survey::grake` (see help for `survey::grake`),
- `eps`: the desired accuracy for computing the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse (see `MASS::ginv()`),
- `control`: a list of control parameters (currently only for `joint_calib_create_matrix`),
- `...`: arguments passed either to `sampling::calib`, `laeken::calibWeights`, `survey::calibrate` or `optim::constrOptim`

### Value

Returns a list with containing:

- **g** - g-weight that sums up to sample size,
- **Xs** - matrix used for calibration (i.e. Intercept, X and X_q transformed for calibration of quantiles),
- **totals** - a vector of totals (i.e. N, pop_totals and pop_quantiles),
- **method** - selected method,
- **backend** - selected backend.

### Author(s)

Maciej Beręsewicz
References


See Also

sampling::calib() – for standard calibration.
laeken::calibWeights() – for standard calibration.
survey::calibrate() – for standard and more advanced calibration.
ebal::ebalance() – for standard entropy balancing.

Examples

```r
## generate data based on Haziza and Lesage (2016)
set.seed(123)
N <- 1000
x <- runif(N, 0, 80)
y <- exp(-0.1 + 0.1*x) + rnorm(N, 0, 300)
p <- rbinom(N, 1, prob = exp(-0.2 - 0.014*x))
probs <- seq(0.1, 0.9, 0.1)
quants_known <- list(x = quantile(x, probs))
totals_known <- c(x = sum(x))
df <- data.frame(x, y, p)
df_resp <- df[df$p == 1, ]
df.resp$d <- N/nrow(df.resp)
y.quant_true <- quantile(y, probs)
## standard calibration for comparison
result0 <- sampling::calib(Xs = cbind(1, df.resp$x),
                           d = df.resp$d,
                           total = c(N, totals_known),
                           method = "linear")

y.quant_hat0 <- laeken::weightedQuantile(x = df.resp$y,
                                         probs = probs,
                                         weights = result0*df.resp$d)
x.quant_hat0 <- laeken::weightedQuantile(x = df.resp$x,
                                         probs = probs,
                                         weights = result0*df.resp$d)

## example 1: calibrate only quantiles (deciles)
result1 <- joint_calib(formula_quantiles = ~x,
data = df.resp,
```
dweights = df.resp$d,
N = N,
pop_quantiles = quants_known,
method = "linear",
backend = "sampling")

## estimate quantiles
y_quant_hat1 <- laeken::weightedQuantile(x = df.resp$y,
probs = probs,
weights = result1$g*df.resp$d)
x_quant_hat1 <- laeken::weightedQuantile(x = df.resp$x,
probs = probs,
weights = result1$g*df.resp$d)

## compare with known
data.frame(standard = y_quant_hat0, est1=y_quant_hat1, true=y_quant_true)

## example 2: calibrate with quantiles (deciles) and totals
result2 <- joint_calib(formula_totals = ~x,
formula_quantiles = ~x,
data = df.resp,
dweights = df.resp$d,
N = N,
pop_quantiles = quants_known,
pop_totals = totals_known,
method = "linear",
backend = "sampling")

## estimate quantiles
y_quant_hat2 <- laeken::weightedQuantile(x = df.resp$y,
probs = probs,
weights = result2$g*df.resp$d)
x_quant_hat2 <- laeken::weightedQuantile(x = df.resp$x,
probs = probs,
weights = result2$g*df.resp$d)

## compare with known
data.frame(standard = y_quant_hat0, est1=y_quant_hat1, est2=y_quant_hat2, true=y_quant_true)

## example 3: calibrate with quantiles (deciles) and totals with
## hyperbolic sinus (sinh) and survey package
result3 <- joint_calib(formula_totals = ~x,
formula_quantiles = ~x,
data = df.resp,
dweights = df.resp$d,
N = N,
pop_quantiles = quants_known,
pop_totals = totals_known,
method = "sinh",
backend = "survey")

## estimate quantiles
y_quant_hat3 <- laeken::weightedQuantile(x = df.resp$y,
probs = probs,
weights = result3$g*df.resp$d)
x_quant_hat3 <- laeken::weightedQuantile(x = df.resp$x,
probs = probs,
## example 4: calibrate with quantiles (deciles) and totals with ebal package

```r
result4 <- joint_calib(formula_totals = ~x, 
    formula_quantiles = ~x, 
    data = df_resp, 
    dweights = df_resp$d, 
    N = N, 
    pop_quantiles = quants_known, 
    pop_totals = totals_known, 
    method = "eb", 
    backend = "ebal")
```

## estimate quantiles

```r
y_quant_hat4 <- laeken::weightedQuantile(x = df_resp$y, 
    probs = probs, 
    weights = result4$g*df_resp$d)
```

```r
x_quant_hat4 <- laeken::weightedQuantile(x = df_resp$x, 
    probs = probs, 
    weights = result4$g*df_resp$d)
```

## compare with known

```r
data.frame(standard = y_quant_hat0, 
est1=y_quant_hat1, 
est2=y_quant_hat2, 
est3=y_quant_hat3, 
est4=y_quant_hat4, 
true=y_quant_true)
```

```r
data.frame(standard = x_quant_hat0, 
est1=x_quant_hat1, 
est2=x_quant_hat2, 
est3=x_quant_hat3, 
est4=x_quant_hat4, 
true = quants_known$x)
```

---

**joint_calib_create_matrix**

**An internal function to create an A matrix for calibration of quantiles**

### Description

**joint_calib_create_matrix** is function that creates an $A = [a_{ij}]$ matrix for calibration of quantiles. Function allows to create matrix using logistic interpolation (using stats::plogis, default) or linear (as in Harms and Duchesne (2006), i.e. slightly modified Heavyside function).

In case of logistic interpolation elements of $A$ are created as follows

$$a_{ij} = \frac{1}{(1 + \exp \left(-2l \left(x_{ij} - Q_{x,j,\alpha}\right)\right))N},$$

where $x_{ij}$ is the $i$th row of the auxiliary variable $X_j$, $N$ is the population size, $Q_{x,j,\alpha}$ is the known population $\alpha$th quantile, and $l$ is set to -1000 (by default).
In case of linear interpolation elements of $A$ are created as follows

$$a_{ij} = \begin{cases} N^{-1}, & x_{ij} \leq L_{x_j,r}(Q_{x_j,\alpha}), \\ N^{-1}\beta_{x_j,r}(Q_{x_j,\alpha}), & x_{ij} = U_{x_j,r}(Q_{x_j,\alpha}), \\ 0, & x_{ij} > U_{x_j,r}(Q_{x_j,\alpha}), \end{cases}$$

$i = 1, \ldots, r$, $j = 1, \ldots, k$, where $r$ is the set of respondents, $k$ is the auxiliary variable index and

$$L_{x_j,r}(t) = \max \left\{ \{x_{ij}, i \in s \mid x_{ij} \leq t\} \cup \{-\infty\} \right\},$$
$$U_{x_j,r}(t) = \min \left\{ \{x_{ij}, i \in s \mid x_{ij} > t\} \cup \{\infty\} \right\},$$
$$\beta_{x_j,r}(t) = \frac{t - L_{x_j,r}(t)}{U_{x_j,r}(t) - L_{x_j,r}(t)},$$

$i = 1, \ldots, r$, $j = 1, \ldots, k$, $t \in \mathbb{R}$.

Usage

```r
joint_calib_create_matrix(X_q, N, pop_quantiles, control = control_calib())
```

Arguments

- `X_q` matrix of variables for calibration of quantiles,
- `N` population size for calibration of quantiles,
- `pop_quantiles` a vector of population quantiles for `X_q`,
- `control` a control parameter for creation of `X_q` matrix.

Value

Return matrix $A$

Author(s)

Maciej Beręsewicz

References


Examples

```r
# Create matrix for one variable and 3 quantiles
set.seed(123)
N <- 1000
x <- as.matrix(rnorm(N))
quants <- list(quantile(x, c(0.25,0.5,0.75)))
A <- joint_calib_create_matrix(x, N, quants)
head(A)
colSums(A)

# Create matrix with linear interpolation
A <- joint_calib_create_matrix(x, N, quants, control_calib(interpolation="linear"))
```
head(A)
colSums(A)

# Create matrix for two variables and different number of quantiles

set.seed(123)
x1 <- rnorm(N)
x2 <- rchisq(N, 1)
x <- cbind(x1, x2)
quants <- list(quantile(x1, 0.5), quantile(x2, c(0.1, 0.75, 0.9)))
B <- joint_calib_create_matrix(x, N, quants)
head(B)
colSums(B)
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